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Abstract: Three-dimensional magnetic nanostructures hold great potential to revolutionize
information technologies and to enable the study of novel physical phenomena. In this work,
we describe a hybrid nanofabrication process combining bottom-up 3D nano-printing and top-down
thin film deposition, which leads to the fabrication of complex magnetic nanostructures suitable
for the study of new 3D magnetic effects. First, a non-magnetic 3D scaffold is nano-printed
using Focused Electron Beam Induced Deposition; then a thin film magnetic material is thermally
evaporated onto the scaffold, leading to a functional 3D magnetic nanostructure. Scaffold geometries
are extended beyond recently developed single-segment geometries by introducing a dual-pitch
patterning strategy. Additionally, by tilting the substrate during growth, low-angle segments can be
patterned, circumventing a major limitation of this nano-printing process; this is demonstrated by
the fabrication of ‘staircase’ nanostructures with segments parallel to the substrate. The suitability
of nano-printed scaffolds to support thermally evaporated thin films is discussed, outlining the
importance of including supporting pillars to prevent deformation during the evaporation process.
Employing this set of methods, a set of nanostructures tailored to precisely match a dark-field
magneto-optical magnetometer have been fabricated and characterized. This work demonstrates
the versatility of this hybrid technique and the interesting magnetic properties of the nanostructures
produced, opening a promising route for the development of new 3D devices for applications and
fundamental studies.
Keywords: 3D-nanoprinting; Focused Electron Beam Induced Deposition; nanomagnetism; FEBID;
nanowire; nanofabrication; direct write; thin film

1. Introduction
During the last decades, nanopatterned magnetic materials have played a fundamental role in our
society—enabling the development of ever-smaller hard disk media and bringing to unprecedented
levels our ability to share information. Today, going beyond hard disk media, magnetic nanodevices
offer key advantages such as non-volatility and low power consumption, with technologies such
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The combination of these methods greatly increases the types of nanostructures available through
3D nano-printing and the range of applicability of the technique.
In what follows, we will discuss our approach used to introduce width, the importance of
nanostructure supports during thin-film deposition, and how substrate tilt is used to create suspended
‘staircase’ nanostructures in which some segments lie parallel to the substrate. Following this
discussion, a practical case in which individual nanowire devices have been tailored to match a
dark-field magneto-optical setup will be presented. This precise tailoring employs all of the above
techniques and has made it possible to study and control information transfer between a 2D film and a
Nanomaterials 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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2.2. FEBID Parameters and Calibration
Experiments were carried out using a field emission gun SEM, with a typical base pressure of
~10−6 mbar, and pressures during growth of ~7 × 10−6 mbar. Acceleration voltages of 30 keV have been
used, with beam currents of 25 pA.
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Figure 3. Simulated primary and secondary electron trajectories at different beam acceleration
Figure 3. Simulated primary and secondary electron trajectories at different beam acceleration voltages
voltages upon incidence of a 5 nm beam on a horizontal Pt cone. (a) 3 keV; (b) 10 keV; (c) 30 keV. The
upon incidence of a 5 nm beam on a horizontal Pt cone. (a) 3 keV; (b) 10 keV; (c) 30 keV. The best
best resolution is obtained at high acceleration voltages, since the low interaction between beam and
resolution is obtained at high acceleration voltages, since the low interaction between beam and cone
cone leads to a higher spatial confinement of the electron irradiated region. All trajectories are colored
leads to a higher spatial confinement of the electron irradiated region. All trajectories are colored by
by energy loss, increasing from yellow to red and blue.
energy loss, increasing from yellow to red and blue.
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During a calibration experiment segment angles are measured as a function of dwell time
(Figure 4c) and a curve is fitted to the data using either linear interpolation or a 2D surface evolution
model [10], making it possible to determine the dwell time required to produce subsequent segments
at a given angle to the substrate.
An important feature in the dependence of segment angle with dwell time is the large slope of the
curve at low angles: Even small changes in experimental conditions can lead to unwanted deviations
in segment angles and this makes it challenging to repeatably fabricate structures with very shallow
features. To overcome this issue, modifying the experiment by adding substrate tilt (as described in
Section 3.2) can be exploited.

Figure 4. Calibration Experiment. (a,b) Deposits resulting after scanning the electron beam with a 1
nm pitch, with long (a) versus short (b) dwell times. A long dwell time (a) results in more electron
exposure and higher vertical growth per dwell spot, giving a higher angle θ; (c) Angle θ is measured
as a function of dwell time for a constant pitch of 1 nm, resulting in a set of calibration points. Insets:
Chemical structure of the precursor used and set of nanowires used to obtain the calibration points.
For all wires, a small vertical pillar has been grown prior to the segment used for calibration, to

over the substrate, in a straight line, taking discrete steps of 1 nm ‘pitch’. After each step the beam is
kept stationary for a certain ‘dwell time’, triggering vertical growth. The ratio between pitch and
vertical growth results in an angle θ which can be measured from SEM images. Figure 4a,b illustrate
this process: In Figure 4a a long dwell time is used and a large vertical growth occurs at each step,
resulting
in2018,
a large
the
Nanomaterials
8, 483segment angle. In Figure 4b a shorter dwell time is used and the angle of5 of
12
segment is smaller.
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Figure 5. Thermal evaporation of a magnetic material. (a) Schematic of thermal evaporator components.
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After pumping overnight, the chamber is baked at ◦200 °C for about 10 min to remove any
After pumping overnight, the chamber is baked at 200 C for about 10 min to remove any moisture.
moisture. The pressure is measured using an ion gauge and eventually reaches a value on the
order
The pressure
is measured using an ion gauge and eventually reaches a value on the order of 10− 7 mbar.
−7
of 10 mbar. The Permalloy is evaporated by applying a ~40 A current to the crucible and the
The Permalloy is evaporated by applying a ~40 A current to the crucible and the deposited thickness is
deposited thickness is monitored using the quartz crystal microbalance.
monitored using the quartz crystal microbalance.
The angle at which Permalloy is deposited onto a structure affects properties such as magnetic
The angle at which Permalloy is deposited onto a structure affects properties such as magnetic
coercivity [17]. Thus, in order to optimize the magnetic properties of the structures, it may be
coercivity [17]. Thus, in order to optimize the magnetic properties of the structures, it may be desirable
desirable to mount the samples such that the evaporation takes place at normal incidence with respect
to mount the samples such that the evaporation takes place at normal incidence with respect to the
to the nanostructures (Figure 5c), using a holder such as that shown in Figure 5b. Magnetically-active
nanostructures (Figure 5c), using a holder such as that shown in Figure 5b. Magnetically-active
scaffolds could interact with the magnetic thin film via interfacial effects. We do not expect this to be
scaffolds could interact with the magnetic thin film via interfacial effects. We do not expect this to be
the case for the precursor and conditions used in this study: the high percentage of amorphous carbon
the case for the precursor and conditions used in this study: the high percentage of amorphous carbon
of the as-grown material (>80%, see Section 2), and a thin layer of carbon typically present at the
surface, as a result of imaging prior to thermal evaporation, will lead to a magnetically-inert interface.
3. Results
In this section we first present how FEBID nano-printing has been employed to create scaffolds
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of the as-grown material (>80%, see Section 2), and a thin layer of carbon typically present at the
surface, as a result of imaging prior to thermal evaporation, will lead to a magnetically-inert interface.
3. Results
In this section we first present how FEBID nano-printing has been employed to create scaffolds
of variable width, as well as scaffolds with horizontal segments. Then thermal evaporation onto
these scaffolds and the role of strain relaxation will be presented, concluding with an example of the
nanostructure tuned for dark-field optical magnetometry.
3.1. Wide Nanostructures: Dual-Pitch Nanopatterning
So far, 3D nano-printing using FEBID has been mostly focused on the creation of segments6 with
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Figure 6. Dual-pitch nanopatterning. (a) Defining ‘x’ as the direction of 3D growth, a transverse pitch
Figure 6. Dual-pitch nanopatterning. (a) Defining ‘x’ as the direction of 3D growth, a transverse pitch is
is defined along the ‘y’ direction in order to create structures with controllable width. The beam
defined along the ‘y’ direction in order to create structures with controllable width. The beam scanning
scanning strategy after addition of the ‘y’ pitch follows a serpentine pattern starting from the top-left
strategy after addition of the ‘y’ pitch follows a serpentine pattern starting from the top-left site, as
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arrows;
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y-pitch of 30 nm; (d,e) Top and side views of a wide nano-ramp grown using a y-pitch of 60 nm.
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60 nm.

After choosing the correct pitch in the transverse direction, the total width of the nanostructure
may be tuned by choosing a different number of pixels in the transverse direction. Five cases of
nanostructures
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beam scanning pattern, with the resulting nanostructure being wider than this value.
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Figure 8. Use of substrate tilt during growth. (a) Example nanostructure grown at an angle θ on a flat
substrate; (b) Nanostructure (a) grown using a substrate tilt of θ; (c) Result of growing nanostructure
substrate; (b) Nanostructure (a) grown using a substrate tilt of θ; (c) Result of growing nanostructure
(b); (d) Example of ‘staircase’ nanostructures grown using substrate tilt.
(b); (d) Example of ‘staircase’ nanostructures grown using substrate tilt.
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3.3. Thin-Film Evaporation onto 3d Scaffolds
3.3. Thin-Film Evaporation onto 3d Scaffolds
Magnetically-functional 3D nanostructures were achieved by thermally evaporating a thin film
Magnetically-functional 3D nanostructures were achieved by thermally evaporating a thin
(30 to 50 nm) of Permalloy as described in Section 2.3. Thermal evaporation was performed
film (30 to 50 nm) of Permalloy as described in Section 2.3. Thermal evaporation was performed
perpendicularly to either the nanostructures or to the substrate, by using the appropriate angle
perpendicularly to either the nanostructures or to the substrate, by using the appropriate angle wedge
wedge (Figure 5b,c). Figure 9a summarises the 2-step fabrication process followed, in the case of
(Figure 5b,c). Figure 9a summarises the 2-step fabrication process followed, in the case of evaporation
evaporation perpendicular to the substrate. Figure 9b displays a wide ramp, fabricated at 60° to the
substrate, which has been evaporated perpendicularly to the ramp.

results in growth taking place at 50° to the horizontal, which, as discussed in Section 2.2, is not as
susceptible to small variations in experimental conditions.
3.3. Thin-Film Evaporation onto 3d Scaffolds
Magnetically-functional 3D nanostructures were achieved by thermally evaporating a thin film
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Figure 9. Thermal evaporation of magnetic thin films. (a) Process summary: a scaffold is 3D
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Figure 10. Nanostructure deformation upon thermal evaporation. (a) Example structure in which

Figure 10. Nanostructure deformation upon thermal evaporation. (a) Example structure in which
support legs do not fully contact the 3D nanowire, as highlighted by the arrows; (b) The same
support legs do not fully contact the 3D nanowire, as highlighted by the arrows; (b) The same structure
structure after thermal evaporation of a 50 nm Permalloy film.
after thermal evaporation of a 50 nm Permalloy film.
3.4. Tailored Design for Magneto-Optical Detection
3D nanowire structures such as those presented in Figure 9 can sustain controllable 3D transfer
of magnetic information, as demonstrated in a recent study [11]. The detection of a single 3D
nanowire, necessary to demonstrate such functionality, poses however, a remarkable experimental
challenge. Magneto Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE) has been previously used [20] to probe 3D FEBID
nanostructures in standard MOKE configuration (Figure 11a). However, in the case of the structures
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3.4. Tailored Design for Magneto-Optical Detection
3D nanowire structures such as those presented in Figure 9 can sustain controllable 3D transfer of
magnetic information, as demonstrated in a recent study [11]. The detection of a single 3D nanowire,
necessary to demonstrate such functionality, poses however, a remarkable experimental challenge.
Magneto Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE) has been previously used [20] to probe 3D FEBID nanostructures
in standard MOKE configuration (Figure 11a). However, in the case of the structures presented in
this work, standard MOKE is not a viable technique as the evaporated 2D film of magnetic material
would dominate fully the magneto-optical signal [11]. In order to overcome this, the Dark-Field MOKE
technique has been developed [11], as shown in Figure 11b. In this variation of MOKE, the angle formed
by the nanostructure under study is precisely matched to an optical setup. In the past, Diffraction
(or Bragg) MOKE experiments have relied on capturing off-specular reflections due to interference
effects in arrays [21,22]. In contrast to this technique, Dark-Field MOKE relies on detecting a specular
reflection, coming from a single nanowire. This is achieved by a dedicated optical detector not sensitive
to specular reflections from the substrate, due to the relative inclination of nanowire and substrate.
It should be noticed that the great control achieved over 3D geometries using the 3D nano-printing
methods
explained
herePEER
wasREVIEW
key to the success of Dark-Field MOKE experiments.
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Figure 11.
11. Conventional
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(a) and
and Dark-Field
Dark-Field (b)
Figure
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Magneto Optical
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analyzer.
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a
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only the
using a combination of a quarter waveplate and an analyzer. In a conventional setup, only the reflection
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from the
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(green),
while in
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from
the substrate
is collected
while in
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we have
recently developed,
recently
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reflections
from
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substrate
(green)
and
nanostructure
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are
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reflections from both substrate (green) and nanostructure (purple) are analyzed.

As schematically presented in Figure 11b, the dark-field magneto-optical system we have
As schematically presented in Figure 11b, the dark-field magneto-optical system we have
developed uses a single laser (red) in combination with two detection arms (green, purple) to
developed uses a single laser (red) in combination with two detection arms (green, purple) to
independently measure the magneto-optical response of the substrate and the nanowire under study.
independently measure the magneto-optical response of the substrate and the nanowire under study.
The technique relies on specular reflections to collect the light reflected from the nanostructure into
The technique relies on specular reflections to collect the light reflected from the nanostructure into the
the right optical path. It is therefore of great importance to precisely match the nanostructure angle
right optical path. It is therefore of great importance to precisely match the nanostructure angle to the
to the configuration of the experimental optical setup, as illustrated in Figure 12. Here, two
configuration of the experimental optical setup, as illustrated in Figure 12. Here, two nanostructures,
nanostructures, one (Figure 12a) with a slight curvature along the ramp, and a second one (Figure
one (Figure 12a) with a slight curvature along the ramp, and a second one (Figure 12b) straight and
12b) straight and well matched to the dark-field setup, are investigated. Figure 12c,d show the
well matched to the dark-field setup, are investigated. Figure 12c,d show the corresponding MOKE
corresponding MOKE hysteresis loops, where clear differences in detectability are observed: a MOKE
hysteresis loops, where clear differences in detectability are observed: a MOKE loop with significantly
loop with significantly lower signal-to-noise ratio is obtained for the curved nanowire, in comparison
lower signal-to-noise ratio is obtained for the curved nanowire, in comparison with the one with the
with the one with the well-matched straight geometry. This is a consequence of the dispersion in
well-matched straight geometry. This is a consequence of the dispersion in reflected angles created by
reflected angles created by a curved geometry, leading to substantially noisier loops, in spite of
a curved geometry, leading to substantially noisier loops, in spite of averaging the detected signal a
averaging the detected signal a larger number of times.
larger number of times.

12b) straight and well matched to the dark-field setup, are investigated. Figure 12c,d show the
corresponding MOKE hysteresis loops, where clear differences in detectability are observed: a MOKE
loop with significantly lower signal-to-noise ratio is obtained for the curved nanowire, in comparison
with the one with the well-matched straight geometry. This is a consequence of the dispersion in
reflected angles
by a curved geometry, leading to substantially noisier loops, in spite
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In blue, a large rotating field (16 mT) is applied along the plane parallel to the nanowire direction
In blue, a large rotating field (16 mT) is applied along the plane parallel to the nanowire direction
and perpendicular to the substrate. This results in a hysteresis loop with a large coercivity when
and perpendicular to the substrate. This results in a hysteresis loop with a large coercivity when
magneto optical response is plotted against the projection of the rotating field along the nanostructure
magneto optical response is plotted against the projection of the rotating field along the nanostructure
(Hx). In red, the magnitude of the rotating field is reduced to 3.4 mT (a field well below the coercivity
(Hx). In red, the magnitude of the rotating field is reduced to 3.4 mT (a field well below the coercivity
measured under large rotating fields), and a low-coercivity asymmetric loop is obtained. This is a
measured under large rotating fields), and a low-coercivity asymmetric loop is obtained. This is a
characteristic signature of systems where domain-wall assisted switching is supported at low fields,
but inhibited at larger fields where intrinsic nucleation is more favourable [11,23]. Together with a
more detailed study of the 3D susceptibility of domain wall transport and a demonstration of
information transfer control [11], these results confirm the capability of the above techniques to
produce high-quality and functional magnetic nanostructures for, amongst others, domain wall
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characteristic signature of systems where domain-wall assisted switching is supported at low fields,
but inhibited at larger fields where intrinsic nucleation is more favourable [11,23]. Together with a more
detailed study of the 3D susceptibility of domain wall transport and a demonstration of information
transfer control [11], these results confirm the capability of the above techniques to produce high-quality
and functional magnetic nanostructures for, amongst others, domain wall applications.
4. Discussion
A dual-pitch strategy has been employed to extend the capabilities of FEBID 3D nano-printing
beyond the growth of thin segment arrays. The possibility of combining new materials by thermal
evaporation onto 3D nano-printed scaffolds has also been demonstrated, highlighting the need to
employ scaffold supports to prevent structure deformation. These two advancements have been
combined with the use of substrate tilt during growth to fabricate and precisely match the geometry
of 3D magnetic nanowires to a dark-field magneto-optical setup. The high degree of control and
repeatability here demonstrated has enabled the study and control of magnetic information flow in
3D in the form of domain walls, consolidating the role of 3D nano-printing as key tool for rapid
prototyping at the nanoscale.
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